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Die Niederlassung 

"Munich Real Bar"

A hip and cozy bar, Die Niederlassung is a local watering hole of the city.

Modern with dimly lights, comfortable seating and soothing music, it

serves as the perfect place for after-work drinks. The bar has an

impressive selection of wines and spirits combined with a delicious pub-

grub menu. The delicious new wheat beer known as Hopf is also available

here. Die Niederlassung is known to host occasional live-music events

along with theme parties and beer festivals.

 +49 89 3260 0307  niederlassung.org/  Buttermelcherstraße 6, Munich
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Favorit Bar 

"Wannabe Berlin"

For those looking for a hole-in-the-wall bar right in the center of Munich,

Favorit Bar it is. Favorit Bar is located right around the corner from

Kaufingerstraße, the biggest shopping street in Munich. Although this

area can seem rather desolate at night, after all the tourists have headed

to Hofbräuhaus, the vibrant vibe of this place is sure to lure you in. The

unfinished walls and complete lack of furnishing give new meaning to the

word “minimalist,” but the understated décor adds to its atmosphere and

popularity. Packed to the gills every night with an unassuming, diverse,

and friendly crowd, who needs a fancy expensive cocktail? A nice bottle of

beer is the perfect accompaniment to the tunes spilling from the DJ stand

and a lively conversation with the locals is enough for a great time.

 +49 89 26 3391  Damenstiftstraße 12, Munich
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Bar Sehnsucht 

"Dive Into This"

Most often packed to neck with the university crowd, this dive bar

extraordinaire in Maxvorstadt is one of the best in Munich. As quirky as it

can get, the dark and dingy bar has bras hanging from the ceiling, an old

Harley bike pinned to the wall along with several retro posters of pin-ups

babes. You will be surely telling stories of your visit here, that is if you are

sober enough to remember. Eccentric vibe, cheap drinks and good music -

good times are guaranteed!

 +49 89 22 3762  www.bar-sehnsucht.de/  ben@bar-sehnsucht.de  Amalienstraße 26, Munich
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Für Freunde 

"Party Till the Wee Hours"

When the party begins every night at Für Freunde, its retro themed

interiors are swathed in red light. Eclectic selection of music that ranges

from electronic to Indie rock blares from the speakers as a young crowd

throngs this small bar. Soon, the drinks start flowing and the fun loving

crowd parties till wee hours into the night.

 +49 89 0151 2407 0512

(Reservations)

 www.fuer-freunde.net/  freunde@fuer-freunde.net  Reichenbachstraße 33,

Munich
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Schwabinger 7 

"Dark, Busy and Loud"

Schwabinger 7 has seen a lot in all its years of existence. Even an

underground bomb in its vicinity. The pub has changed location as well,

but that hasn't changed the core of Schwabinger 7. It is still tiny, the walls

are dark and the lighting is almost non-existent, but after 10pm it is always

jammed. Despite the chaos, the service is swift. All kinds of people gather

here, from alcoholics to smart business types. The music is always blaring

at disco strength, but at least it's good hard rock. The staple drink is

mostly beer.

 +49 89 3898 9123  www.schwabinger7.de/  Feilitzschstraße 15, Munich
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